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There are reports that the Chinese mult i-billion dollar iron ore mining company, China Union has allegedly gone bankrupt and is
gradually selling its assets.

The sources said in recent days that frantic efforts are being made by China Union   in consultat ions with its shareholders in
China to close down its mining act ivit ies in Liberia due to the unfavorable price of a metric ton of iron ore on the world Market.

Many employees talked to on the issue expressed serious concern about the situation and noted that “Where there is no
smoke without fire as in many instances, rumors turn out to be the reality of an unfolding situation”.

The employees called on government to investigate the matter since such an issue has serious consequences in terms of
job-loss considering the prevailing economic hardship experienced in the country.

In recent t ime pay and benefits became a problem for the company’s employees which subsequently resulted into a
prolonged strike act ion that ended following the intervention of the Government of Liberia and other related labor union
groupings.
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The employees also observed that because the company has gone bankrupt, it  was selling out its assets to other foreign
companies that have expressed interest in taking over the mining concession.

However the management of China Union Investment, (Liberia) Bong Mining Company, LTD has refuted reports that it  has
gone bankrupt and plans on closing down its mining operations in Liberia.

The management of China Union said it  is st ill financially capable of continuing its mining act ivit ies despite the very low price
of iron ore on the world market and has not gone bankrupt or faced with closure.

Speaking in an exclusive interview with this paper in Bong Mines recently, China Union’s Public Relat ions Manager, Mr. Allen Fu
said China Union is st ill financially viable and even if the company is facing serious financial pressure, it  has not reached any
point in its operations where it  has gone bankrupt as it  is being perceived by the public.

Mr. Fu further mentioned that China Union is st ill very far away from bankruptcy and the company has held several meetings to
discuss how to reform its structure which is aimed at cutt ing down cost and improve efficiency.

China Union is the second largest mining company with an investment portfolio of US$ 2.6 Billion next to Arcelor Mittal located
in Yekepa, Nimba County.

Mr. Fu said the current world market per metric ton of iron ore is fluctuating between US$ 45.00 to US$50.00 and the
management is losing heavily on every ton produced.

He disclosed that the more iron ore they produce, the more losses they sustain due to the current low price of iron ore on
the world market.

“We however have not adjusted production yet, the monthly production from ninety thousand tons to sixty thousand, and
the fluctuation is natural because sometimes we need to maintain our facilit ies,” the China Union Official said.

He said the re-adjustment policy that is currently in effect will cause the management of China Union to reduce some of its
Chinese expatriates because they are being paid more than their Liberian counterparts and disclosed that some Liberian
workers could also be affected.

He however said on the overall, China Union insists on recruit ing more Liberian workforce which keeps a growing Liberian
workforce tendency.

“We are trying to find a way of reforming the company’s structure, which includes the rice farm and cafeteria that we are
working on now,” he said.

He also explained that though some might have heard about these areas being outsourced by the management of China
Union, they are working on a full reformation of them.

Mr. Fu also revealed that on every ton of iron ore produced by China Union, it  sustains huge losses something which he said
was seriously affecting its mining operations in the country.

China Union Investment Bong Mining Company currently has in its employ about lit t le over 422 Liberians.
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Is Brumskine posit ioned to fight corruption?
liberianlistener.com

Among the nearly two dozen presidential candidates vying for the Liberian presidency in 2017, the most crit ical
crit ics of the ruling Unity Party are those candidates who either worked in the Unity Party government, embraced

corrupt individuals in the Unity Party government or have publicly endorsed...

On one hand Brumskine entire campaign message is driven by how corrupt the Unity Party government is and is cit ing
that as a reason for the people to vote for him, while at the same t ime Brumskine is embracing one of the most
corrupt figures emerging from the Unity Party government, Musa Bility
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MOVEE calls for polit ical will to end graft  in Liberia - The Inquirer Newspaper
monroviainquirer.com

Movement for Economic Empowerment (MOVEE) chairman Dee-Maxwell Kemayah has given mixed reviews to
President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf’s final Annual Message to the joint session of the legislature, adding his take on the

issues the speech dealt  with, including transformative change in the financial sect...

MOVEE chairman said under a government led by MOVEE, a serious fight against corruption will be backed by strong
polit ical will
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Young Liberian humanitarian wins service award | NewLiberian.com
newliberian.com

Mr. Willie receives the 2016 Community Service Award from the Checago Bright Foundation, a US based charity
organization, for his efforts to provide Safe drinking water in Liberia.

Willie was awarded for his t ireless efforts to provide school materials and educational support to Liberian kids
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Between the Kola Forest and the Salty Sea - The Inquirer Newspaper
monroviainquirer.com

Between the Kola Forest and the Salty Sea reveals the long-hidden story of those who lived in the region before
Liberia was created. The book bring forth inspiring revelat ions laying bare for the readers the different languages

and ethnic groups of Liberia. Burrowes narrates that, the barkless “kayk...

Burrowes' new book is revealing
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Kenya: Chaos Rocks Nairobi City Hall In Clash Over Offices
[Nation] Chaos rocked the City Hall on Friday morning as county executives and county assembly members fought
over office space.
Africa: Rwanda to Lift  Double Taxation for Moroccan Investors
[East African] Rwanda's Cabinet on Wednesday approved a law removing double taxation for Moroccan investors
while mit igating against tax evasion on income accrued by their businesses.
Kenya: Detectives Link Ugandan to Hacking of Elect ion Body
[Nation] Police are holding a Ugandan on suspicion of attempting to hack into the electoral agency's systems and
working with the Islamic State group.
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